Robert John Avellana

“Bob • Bobby • RJ • Batman Bob”
June 23, 1969 - October 16, 2020

OF MONGMONG, WAS CALLED TO OUR HEAVENLY FATHER AT THE AGE OF 51.

HE WILL BE GREETED BY HIS:
Parents: Felix V. and Rosario Z. Avellana
Father-in-law: Tomas S. Mateo
Sisters: Ana Mari Avellana, Petra Avellana
Sisters-in-law: RoseMary M. Bautista, Sandra F. Mateo
Nephews: Michael Angelo A. Maravilla, Juan Angelo A. Montenegro

HIS LOVE AND MEMORIES WILL LIVE ON IN THE HEARTS OF HIS:
WIFE: Shirley L. M. Avellana
CHILDREN & DAUGHTER-IN-LAW: Shaun Matthew M. & Queenie B. Avellana; Sierra Kelli M. Avellana; Selene Nichol M. Avellana

BROTHERS/SISTERS AND THEIR FAMILIES:
CRISTINA “INA” and Carlos Gonzalez (Carlos, Christopher, Cristina, Craig), LAMBERT “BERT” and Lori S. Avellana (Monique, Steven, Richard, John), MARIA RITA “MARITA” A. and Eli E. Maravilla (†Juan Angelo “Jelo”, †Michael Angelo, Shy, Jon, Mia), ROSARIO A. “CHARO” and John Lizama (Ana Mari, John Felix), MARIA-ELENA A. “LENI” and Henry T. Blas (Erik, Daniel, Maile, Bree), JOSE “JOEY” and Janice C. Avellana (Marissa, Felix), FELIX JR. “JUNIE” and Dolores “Junior” A. Avellana (Lorena, Carlos), ALFRED “FRED” and Mae Hope M. Avellana (Felix Robert, Teodolfo James)

MOTHER-IN-LAW:
Rosalia “Rose” F. Mateo

BROTHERS/SISTERS-IN-LAW AND SPOUSES:
†RoseMary “Rose” M. Bautista (Marleen, Desiree), Tomas Jr. “Jun” & †Sandra F. Mateo (Thomas III, Jon, Cassandra), Frances Mateo (Melani, Dwayne, Francine, Peter Roy, Brandon, Jasmin), George & Lisa Mateo (Genna, George, Geremy, Georgette), Alfred “Paul” Mateo (Tiffanny, Pauleen, AU), Judith “Judy” Mateo (Jacob), Faustino “James” & June Mateo (Jamie, Judy, Jade, Jewels)

Bob will be dearly missed by numerous relatives, friends, godchildren, & pàre yan màle’ siha. He will also be missed by his OG Squad, Protection Concepts Unlimited, Guam Police Department, SOD: SWAT, K9 GPD Unit, Marine Patrol, and PMT friends.

Viewing & Last Respects will be held on Saturday, October 31, 2020, from 11:00 am - 2:00 p.m. at Ada’s Funeral Home in Sinajana. For his family and friends who are unable to join us, the live feed will be on https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=2766578776920769 or www.adasmortuary.com.

Due to our current situation, we are limited to the number of people allowed in the church, therefore, the mass and burial will be for immediate family only.

Please join Bob’s family via live feed for the Mass of Christian Burial on Wednesday, November 4, 2020, at 9:00 am and the Interment Services. The live feed will be on https://www.facebook.com/watch?v=2766578776920769

Well wishes/condolence cards and offerings can be mailed to: Shirley L. M. Avellana PO Box 680 Hagatna, Guam 96932

ADA’S Mortuary/Crematorium